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MESSAGE FROM OUR PRESIDENT

Dame Marina Keet de Grut
Dear Members all over the world

It has been another difficult year, with Covid making travel
and face-to-face contact difficult, but our Society has coped.
New editions of our General Grades and Vocational Grades
have been prepared, using both old and new material, and
illustrated in a series of videos. A huge work and very useful
for our future generations.
Last July I had the pleasure of awarding two new President’s
Awards to the following members:
-To Carmen Martínez Martínez “For exemplary dedication
and excellent administrative skills in service of the Spanish
Dance Society”.
-To Sue Arkle “For Programme of Study transcription and
much appreciated service to the Spanish Dance Society”.
The Spanish Dance Society in Europe and the UK is so well
run by Conchita del Campo, the Committee, and the office
holders, including the country organisers and the examiners.
I wish all members of the Society the best of everything for
the coming holiday season.
Marina Keet de Grut
Dame of the Order of Queen Isabel of Spain

MESSAGE FROM ISABEL

ISABEL BAQUERO
Chair of the UK & European Executive Committee
Dear SDS Members,
I hope this finds you all well, safe and in good spirits at these very
challenging times.
Over the past few months, I have dedicated some time
researching on the Benefits of Dance in a wider sense, and I would
like to share with you some insights that you might find useful and
inspiring, particularly in the current circumstances.
We have all had to adapt the way we 'live' and work; we spend
more hours in front of technology & computers, and inevitably we
have become intensely aware and reminded of how 'fragile' we
are as human beings. In my findings, I have come across a plethora
of knowledge and information, and it is always a wonderful
reminder that my dance training, which started when I was only 3
years old, has given me a great foundation and 'discipline' for life,
and will always remain in my system.
As a former professional dancer, and now an international
choreographer and dance coach, working across a range of
performing arts and educational settings, I find this subject
fascinating...I always find myself learning something new on how
dance contributes positively and enhances our lives in many ways.
I would like to invite you on my 'exploratory journey' and bring
greater awareness to how dancing not only has an impact on our
physical well being, but also on our current mental health. It's a
very 'trendy' and interesting topic. You can also join Dame Darcey
Bussell and Dr Peter Lovatt in a series of conversations about The
Power of Dance. Using their extensive knowledge and experience
of dance they explore the many benefits and attributes that dance
can provide.
They have spoken about the benefits of dance for physical and
mental health, dance in education and dance in the workplace.
Conversations are hosted by Giselle Parker.
https://www.peterlovatt.com/portfolio/keynote-speaker/

THE GREAT BENEFITS OF (SPANISH & ALL) DANCING!
ISABEL BAQUERO
Dance has always been a part of human culture, celebrations and rituals. Today, most dancing is about selfexpression and recreation, although it can also be done as a professional activity. Dancing is an expressive art
form, and a very enjoyable way to be more mentally and physically active, and also to stay fit! Let’s explore the
benefits:
improved condition of your heart and lungs
increased muscular strength, endurance and motor fitness
increased aerobic fitness
improved muscle tone and strength
body weight management
stronger bones and reduced risk of osteoporosis
better coordination, agility and flexibility
improved balance and spatial awareness
increased physical confidence
improved mental functioning
improved general and psychological wellbeing
greater self-confidence and self-esteem
better social skills.
As research suggests, a great benefit of dancing is how it increases cardiovascular endurance because it elevates
an individual’s breathing and heart rate. After repeated practice, the body learns to adapt to this type of ‘healthy’
stress. The Heart Association lists dancing as an example of endurance exercise that can improve heart health.
This increased endurance allows your heart and lungs to better fuel your body with oxygen. And when the body is
properly fuelled, your mind and muscles can maintain a higher level of performance for a longer period of time! So
let-s dance to keep a healthy heart.
Each dance move requires a dancer to support their body-weight as they move on the dance floor. Like all bodyweight exercises, these movements trigger muscle growth. As a result, dancing can provide a more comprehensive
work-out that benefits significantly more of the body’s muscles. In particular, dance can help strengthen smaller
muscles that are often neglected by more linear activities like running and biking. When these smaller muscles are
strengthened, it helps dancers better support their large muscle groups. Strengthening smaller muscles can not
only prevent pain, it can further promote mobility which means dancing keeps our bodies in peak shape!
We know that dancing builds muscular strength, but it strengthens bones too. The National Osteoporosis
Foundation lists dancing as a high-impact weight-bearing exercise that can help maintain and even build bone
density. Dancing requires dancers to constantly transfer and re-balance their weight. Many forms of dance even
require dancers to leap in the air and absorb the impacts of jumps. All of these movements can put stress on a
dancer’s bones which triggers bone repair and growth. As a result, dancer’s bones can become more resilient and
resistant to fractures. Dancing can be a way to stay fit for people of all ages, shapes and sizes, so let’s keep our
bones strong, healthy and ‘happy’ with a daily dose of dance steps and movement.
Navigating the dance floor requires balance and coordination. With practice, both of these skills are improved
through dance. Why is this important? Developing balance and coordination provides youth with two of the most
important tools used to play. And we don’t just mean playing sports. When children have a good sense of balance
and coordination, they are able to trust their body to perform more complex movements. This leads to more
confident play at home, on the school yard and in the studio!

THE GREAT BENEFITS OF(SPANISH & ALL) DANCING!

The exceptional physical benefits of dance have been highlighted. Furthermore, according to a 21-year study
of senior citizens appearing in the New England Journal of Medicine, dancing can also greatly benefit the
mind. According to this Stanford University summary of the study, the study’s objective was to determine if
any, “physical or cognitive recreational activities influenced mental acuity.” Their method of measurement
was to monitor rates of dementia, including Alzheimer’s disease, among participants over time. The results
were impressive. While physical activities like golf produced 0% protection against developing dementia,
frequent dancing reduced the risk by an amazing 76%! In fact, dancing offered the greatest risk reduction for
dementia of any cognitive or physical activity that was studied. The belief is that dancing requires individuals
to make split-second decisions which can help form new connections synapses in the brain. According the
Stanford University summary, it also, “integrates several brain functions at once - kinaesthetic, rational,
musical, and emotional, further increasing our neural connectivity.” Dancing is a holistic experience!
So, what happens when a person feels more physically strong and socially engaged? When a person
experiences all of these benefits of dance their self-confidence grows. And when their self-confidence grows
it can unlock a cascade of new opportunities. A boost in self-confidence means that young dancers can feel
more capable and comfortable joining dance activities at school. In high school and post-secondary, it can
mean joining activities where new friendships can be made. And in middle age and later years, this confidence
can keep people active, healthier and happier for longer. A Study of Dancing Classrooms revealed that this
type of practice can foster respectful cooperation, collaboration, empathy and increased acceptance of
others. These are fantastic social benefits of dancing that can extend to all areas of life!
Like many physical activities, dancing can be an outlet for physical and emotional release. This is especially
true for youth who find it easiest to express themselves through physical activity. For these individuals, dance
can be an art form that uplifts their mood and spirit. In this 2007 study, Korean high school and
undergraduate students reported higher rates of positive wellbeing from hip-hop dancing than those who
partook in body conditioning routines. This 2014 study even showed that dance can be used as a form of
therapy that improves quality of life and decreases clinical symptoms like depression and anxiety. Lastly,
University researchers from the UK have found (The Telegraph article) that dancing to music for as little as
five minutes a day can increase our happiness and general well-being. Clearly, dancing has a very positive
impact on our mood!
Whether a dancer is 8 years old or 80 years old, the benefits of dance and dancing can clearly be enjoyed by
all. Better yet, because dancing is a very accessible form of physical activity, the benefits of dance can be
enjoyed by everyone in the family, it’s fun dancing together…as well as on our own!
SO LET’S KEEP OUR DANCING BODY, SHOES & HAPPY FEET IN ACTION!!
There is a great book by Dr. Peter Lovatt Doctor Dance The Dance Cure, based on the underlying assumption
that we are born to dance; it includes a specially designed set of ten ‘prescriptions’ The Dance Cure
Prescriptions, that will help people become stronger, smarter, healthier and happier.
…and for more details on the benefits of Spanish Dance, for the body and soul visit these sites:
http://escuelaalmagitana.blogspot.com/2015/02/beneficios-del-baile-en-los-ninos.html
https://www.slideshare.net/jmorenofernandez2/el-flamenco-en-la-educacin-infantil-y-primaria
https://elflamencoensevilla.com/en/benefits-of-flamenco-dancing/

MESSAGE FROM OUR DIRECTOR, UK & EUROPEAN ORGANISER

Conchita del Campo

Our Mission for 2021 was to create, video and transcribe our new Vocational Programme of Study.
Victoria Ramos in Jerez sourced some excellent new exercises and dances to refresh and modernise
our syllabus.
Included are choreographies donated to the SDS by Marta de Troya, Marco Flores, Nuria Garcia,
Fernando Galán, Manuel Liñan, Ana Morales, and Victoria herself. The project was finally completed
in November. Cristina Otero dances all the new work beautifully and we also have Fernando Galán
personally demonstrating his exciting Ritmos con Bastón for the Professional Development exam.
We have not included all of the original dances in the videos of each VOC grade because they are
well known by our members. We may include them in the future if necessary.
The music and videos are now on sale in our Store which is accessible to all registered members and
students who are under the guidance of an SDS teacher.

Store | SDS Europe (spanishdancesociety.org)

MESSAGE FROM OUR DIRECTOR, UK & EUROPEAN ORGANISER
Our President Marina Keet de Grut gave a well-deserved Award to our examiner, Sue Arkle, who had
the patience to initiate the transcription of all the new exercises and dances.
I then continued to modify and perfect the notes which were finally formatted by our gifted teacher
Robert Scicluna from Malta.

Another President’s Award was given to our new Organiser for Spain, Carmen Martinez Martinez, for
her dedication to the SDS and her help in translating our written work into the Spanish language.

MESSAGE FROM OUR DIRECTOR, UK & EUROPEAN ORGANISER
Due to the continuing worldwide pandemic situation we were able to hold live and online exams
throughout our European and South African Jurisdictions. With full restrictions being somewhat
released our teachers could teach face to face and the backlog of General Graded exams was mostly
cleared. Throughout this year our candidates and teachers have once again proved their resilience
and determination. The joy and multitudinous health benefits of dance as mentioned in our Chair
Isabel Baquero’s message for you has helped to pull us through, and during this socially challenging
time we have experienced many personal accomplishments, developmental achievements, and worthwhile successes. We are looking forward to another similar year where we can continue dancing and
doing our best to help our students to continue their training and share our knowledge and expertise
with as many people as possible. Our project for next year is to create a promotional video to
advertise the SDS Method globally and expand Internationally.

Our Members Profile page in this issue focuses on some of our current European examiners. Our
examiners have always valued the benefits of the SDS Method and they voluntarily share generously
their accumulated knowledge and experience to the next generation of teachers and trainee
examiners. We have been able to conduct three examiner’s standardisation meetings via zoom this
year, enabling us to all come together for the first time in the history of the SDS. These occasions have
been very productive with everyone sharing their expertise for the benefit of the SDS.
The organisers for each country have written reports so that you can keep abreast of what is
happening abroad. Here in the UK we managed to have successful online exams in Scotland at Tracy
Hawkes’ studio in Edinburgh. Live exams in Bournemouth, London, Marlow, and Sompting.
In this Newsletter and further issues, we have decided to create some pages called Articles of Interest
and Professional Performance Corner where we encourage members to submit articles of interest
and any information about any participation in professional performances in theatres.
This issue focuses on the production of La Traviata at the Royal Opera House and Dr Chris Palmer’s
book ‘The Vibrant Dancer’. We hope you find these pages interesting and inspiring.

MESSAGE FROM OUR DIRECTOR
UK & EUROPEAN ORGANISER

Lastly, it is with great sadness and condolences to all her colleagues, friends and family that I
include Sherrill Wexler’s obituary that I compiled from anecdotes by Dame Mavis Becker, Emma
Flett and Michael Lipschitz.
It was published by Jonathan Gray in his October 2021 Dancing Times magazine.
Her passing was so sudden and unexpected that we are still coming to terms with it.
We all have such fond memories of her helping us and making us laugh. She will be truly missed.

On a happier note, we can concentrate on continuing her legacy by doing our very best for
the Society and making it blossom.
My heartfelt thanks to our wonderful President for Inspiring us, our Executive Committee
members, especially Gary White who is always beavering away in the background.
The excellent Board members and Advisors who give us their advice when needed to
secure our future legally, financially, and creatively.
We have tremendous support from our national Organisers who are helping our brilliant
teachers make their future look positive.
Also, many thanks to Von Schele Lottering for editing and decorating this Newsletter.
I wish you all a wonderful Christmas/Festive season and a happy and productive 2022.
Conchita del Campo, SDS Organiser.

MEMBER PROFILES

IN THIS EDITION WE ARE PRESENTING THE PROFILES
OF SOME OF OUR EXAMINERS
AND OUR NEW ORGANISER FOR RUSSIA

Sue Arkle
INTERNATIONAL EXAMINER

Sue began her dance training studying RAD ballet from 1970 and ISTD
ballet and National dance from 1975.
Sue and her husband moved to South Africa when John was asked to open
a new Holiday Inn hotel in Secunda, Mpumalanga.
Looking to continue her ballet training, Sue found a super teacher named
Carol King. It was with her, that by chance Sue came across the SDS
syllabus. Sue took her first SDS exam in 1979 and never looked back.
With a job offer in Cape Town with Southern Suns hotel group, Sue and her husband moved to Sea Point.
In Cape town Sue taught and entered students for ISTD National dance examinations, continued to study
the SDS syllabus with the wonderful Marina Lorca and was delighted to be asked to join Marina’s
company - Danza Lorca. After 6 years in South Africa, Sue and John returned to England.
Very keen to become a teacher of the SDS, Sue studied under the expert guidance of Sherrill Wexler at
Elmhurst Ballet School and after gaining her IdB1 taught at Elmhurst for 14 years. Sue achieved her SDS
Maestro de Baile Diploma in 1993.
In 2009 Sue was thrilled to be invited to become an examiner. Sue counts herself so fortunate to have
had such wonderful dedicated teachers along her journey, Dame Marina Keet, Dame Luisa Cortes, Dame
Marina Lorca, Sir Enrique Segovia, Charo Linares, Theo Dantes and Carol King.
Sue has conducted dance courses for the ISTD, Guildhall School of Music and Drama Barbican, London
Olympia, London Studio Centre and Arts Educational London.
Sue currently runs her dance school in Marlow where students have entered all grades from Ingreso up
to teachers’ exams. As well as the students winning awards at eisteddfods and dance festivals, they also
represent the school dancing to raise funds for charities and performing in the local community.
Sue has always had an interest in the complexities of the dancer’s body and rehabilitation, as a result
qualified as a Pilates teacher, later becoming a lower back practitioner and running her practice in
Buckinghamshire.
It is in Buckinghamshire where Sue and John have made their home with their two children and three
Grandchildren living nearby. When there is an opportunity in her spare time, Sue enjoys taking a relaxing
ride in Windsor Great Park and volunteering for Riding for the Disabled.

Euan Matthaios Trinder
INTERNATIONAL EXAMINER

Euan was born in South Africa and graduated from the
National State School of the Arts, South Africa.
After his schooling, he went on to study further at the Faculty
of Music and Dance, University of Cape Town (UCT) in the
Western Cape, SA.
He specialised as dancer, teacher and choreographer in
Classical Ballet and Flamenco.
Euan’s training is accredited through graduation as a
teacher/professional member of the following prestigious
organisations/societies:
Royal Academy of Dance
Imperial Society Teachers of Dance
Cecchetti Dance Academy, Bournoville
Trinity College of Music
Spanish Dance Society
Alianza Flamenca
Progressing Ballet Technique.
Interior Design

He has an extensive dance career, having
danced for:
SA. Television Broadcasting Association
PACT. Ballet and Opera Company
PACOFS Ballet Company
Ballet International Co
Luisa Cortes Spanish Dance Co.
Mercedes Molina Spanish Dance Co.
CAPAB Ballet and Opera Co.

Shiatsu and Reiki Masseuse.
As a teacher he has held posts at many dance institutions in South Africa and across Europe. South
Africa: University of Stellenbosch (Drama Department) - University of Potchefstroom (Teachers of

Performing Arts) – RAD and Cecchetti SA. Luxembourg: Ballet Etoile
London/UK: YMCA - London Studio Centre - Elmhurst Professional Ballet School
National Academy of Dance Ireland, Dublin and Waterford.
Bulgaria: National Academy of Dance of Bulgaria, Sophia Greece: 1988-2021 RAD. Cyprus, Royal
Academy of Dance Greece, Diana Theodoridou School of Dance, Anna Petrova Professional Dance
School, Sophia Katsouli Professional Dance School, Iro Sismani Dance School, Leonidas Depian Dance
School and Co, Sofia Smielou Dance Co (Ballet Master and Choreographer), Deree American College,
Royal Academy of Dance, Harmonia, National Academy of Bulgaria, Greece, Sally Kroussou Dance
School, Mioara Popescu School, Seresta Dance Co (Ballet Master and Chorographer.) Xristina Beskou
Ballet School, Roula Papadimitriou Dance School, Redopi Kouvari Professional Dance School, Bekki
Bertoumi and Yannis Metsis School of Dance, Niki Tiganitaki School of Dance, Larissa. Elizabeth
Scarlattos School of Dance, Maria Kanatsouli Dance School, Artemis Kleopa Dance School, DanceLife
School, Rhythm and Dance School.(Artistic Director) Anna Glyka Dance School, Duende School, Glyfada,
Katia Fitrou Dance School, Laverita Dance Co, Picula Dance School and En Roi Dance School. (Artistic
Advisor) Euan has taught at both Ballet and Flamenco Dance Seminars in many countries across the
globe. He has trained dancers in Flamenco in: RSA, Namibia, Holland, Luxembourg, UK, Ireland, Italy,
Cyprus, Greece, Russia, UAE, Turkey and Israel. He established the Spanish Dance Society Greece 1988
and holds the position of international examiner and was also granted the status of Honorary Life
Member for his extensive contribution to the Society. In 1993, he formed the La Rambla Dance Co. and
held the position of Chairman for Alianza Flamenca, EU, over the period 2006 to 2011. He is very highly
regarded by the Royal Academy of Dance and a recognised guest professor, ballet master and
choreographer. Euan has held master classes in RSA, Namibia, Greece and Cyprus.

Euan Matthaios Trinder
Watch "La Rambla dancing nuevo sevillianas in Athens
college Theater. Choreography by Euan Trinder" on YouTube
https://youtu.be/0DA0KV9Eqtw
Watch "Nuevo Flamenco,Paso y Paso ,La Rambla dance ,
Athenas. Choreography by Euan Trinder" on YouTube
https://youtu.be/S6DFDP-2utU

Youla Papas
INTERNATIONAL EXAMINER
Youla Papas started RAD ballet at the age of five and
Spanish and modern dance at the age of nine in
Johannesburg, South Africa.
She has studied ballet with Vivienne Katz, Jackie
Hyams, Joyce Myroff (RAD major examiner) and Hilary
Kaplan, (RAD dual examiner) and Spanish dance with
Vivienne Katz, Colleen Crooks, Tina Delyannis.
At the age of 14 she started dancing professionally in
Colleen Crooks dance company, and then became a
senior soloist in 1992 for DANZA NOVENTA DANCE
COMPANY.
She has guested in various performances for other
dance companies.
- Winner of the Mercedes Milona bursary 1991
- awarded best Spanish dancer NSDT 1991
- winner of senior Spanish dance championships 1990
& 1991 South Africa

- 1989-1995 senior soloist for DANZA NOVENTA dance company performing at the Wits Theatre “House of Bernardo Alba”
1993- OUDE LIBERTAS THEATRE Cape Town
Performed in Johannesburg CIVIC THEATRE
1994- “House of Bernardo Alba”
1995- “Blood Wedding”
July 1994- Invited to perform for ARROYO DANCE CLUB at VEAKIO THEATRE featuring La Tati
1995 - GUEST ARTIST FOR CALOR DE ESPAÑA SPANISH DANCE CO “PORTRAITS OF AN AFRICAN LANDSCAPE”
Has also done many TV appearances in South Africa and Greece.
In 1995 studied and danced in Spain with La Tati
- 1996 teaching position in Greece and performed “BLOOD WEDDING” at the Likavitos theatre in the summer
Athens festival.
- 2001 Performed for Jacques Menahen with her dance company (famous radio reporter)
- 2002 to date ARTISTIC DIRECTOR of two government accredited dance schools
- 2003 choreographed and guested for SERESTA DANCE CO
- 2004 Invited by FORD CAR COMPANY to perform promoting their new cars.
-2010 was elected onto the RAD committee for Greece
- 2011 Worked closely with Lynn Wallis (Artistic director of RAD) with the Greek Youth Ballet Company
2012 appointed SPANISH DANCE SOCIETY EXAMINER
Every year her school takes part in a fund raising “Gala” for SISXE to raise money for charity.

https://youtu.be/JH9BjHWk3dc

-

Youla is married to a karate instructor
with 5th Dan karate, kickboxing 3rd
Dan,
Tae kwon do 2nd Dan and is also an
internal examiner and referee A and
has 2 children.
Both are European champions in
karate.

Her daughter, Artemis Dimou, is a
conservatory graduate of
conservatorio de professional de Cadiz
- Spain, and danced in “Festival de
Jerez”with Victoria Ramos.

Penelope Whiting
INTERNATIONAL EXAMINER

Growing up on the edge of Dartmoor National Park, Penny was more used to horses than dancing and
spent many Sundays with the family going to Cornish beaches with a sailing boat.
It was the fact that her parents were from London and liked to dance ballroom, and her grandmother
also loved dancing and taught Penny the Charleston, that music and dance was part of her childhood.
Penny commenced ballet classes in the local town with Maureen Bruce, but those stopped at Grade 3
RAD when she was 11. At the age of 16, when her mother passed her driving test, Penny was driven to
weekly tap and ballet classes in Plymouth with Jurek Sroka and Ms Measom. 2 years later she was
accepted by the Urdang Academy in Covent Garden London, where she spent 3 years with the best
available teachers in the early 1980’s including Terence Etheridge, Sianne Strasbourg, Asaf and
Madame Messerer, Maria Fay, Len Martin and Leonie Urdang.
She learnt many new disciplines including Body Conditioning, Contemporary, Modern and Jazz dance.
She was the first student from Cornwall to be given a full grant to attend a dance school and she was
the first student from the Urdang Acadmey to do a teachers’ exam, her Cecchetti Associate in 1984.
After a couple of years in London teaching, and working in the theatre, Penny took a year off dancing due to injury
and went to spend a year in LA, also visiting Hawaii, Canada, Mexico and the Mid-West.
After almost a year she started classes at the Stanley Holden Centre in LA to get back into dancing.

When she went back to the UK she was introduced to Kay Jones from
Cornwall. Penny started working for her Licentiate Cecchetti with Kay
who asked her to stay and teach for her instead of returning to America.
If she agreed to stay Kay would send her to a summer school in London
to learn something new - “Spanish Dancing”. This is when Penny started
her SDS journey at age 25, with Dame Marina Keet. On the third day of
the course Marina gave Penny an old pair of Flamenco shoes and
castanets and at the end of the week she took her Ingreso and Grade
One exams.
For Grades 2, 3 and 4 Penny travelled nearly 300 miles to learn the work
from Clive Bain in London. She simultaneously started teaching the work
and entered students for their exams in Cornwall. Julia Waters travelled
to Cornwall and spent a weekend teaching Penny the work for Grade 5.
When possible, Penny attended SDS courses held in London and attended some Flamenco shows. Meanwhile
Penny passed her Modern ISTD Associate, did some shows in Cornwall as well as teaching children and Adult
Education dance classes in Ballet, Tap, Modern and Spanish Dance. She also performed professionally in
Turkey for a couple of seasons where she met her Italian husband.
Marrying and moving to Italy in 1991 Penny was lucky to meet Marie Luisa Ihre the organiser for the SDS in
Rome, where she was finally able to take regular Spanish dance classes and continue to take her exams.
She also studied with Dame Marina Lorca in South Africa and Vicki Ramos in Jerez for PdB. As well as studying
in Cordoba, she also visited Madrid several times studying with various teachers at Amor de Dios and at the
studio of Merche Esmeralda and with Gemma de la Cruz, plus many SDS courses in London.
Her professional experience includes performing as well as teaching all over Italy including the RAD and
Cecchetti International summer schools, teaching and performing in Belgium and UK, teaching in Cyprus and
Germany.
Many ex-students have become classical ballet dancers, contemporary dancers, and teachers. Others have
worked in TV, cruises, danced in the West End and performed Flamenco in shows in Rome.
Qualifications include BPHIL (Hons) in Ballet and Contextual Studies, FISTD Cecchetti, ABT (American Ballet
Theatre) first level.
She is delighted to have recently become an examiner for the Spanish Dance Society.

Svetlana Silina
ORGANISER - RUSSIA
Svetlana Silina started her classical ballet training in a private
school in Moscow where for ten years she was taught, by
amongst many others, Lubov Jakunina and Alexandre
Prokoviev, former Bolshoi graduates. In 1976, Svetlana
performed in classical roles in organised concerts in Moscow.
In 1989 she graduated – specialising in Culture – from the
Moscow University. Here she graduated as both a Classical
Ballet Maître and a teacher of Russian Folk Dance. Svetlana
began teaching at one of the leading Russian Folk Companies
for children. Here she taught both Classical Ballet and Russian
Folk Dance. During this period she also performed with a
Russian Folk Group touring most regions in Russia. In 1996,
Svetlana made Malta her home and was a member of the
teaching faculty at the Central Academy of Ballet for

seventeen years. In 2000 she was invited to teach in a Summer School in Udine – Italy. Svetlana also holds her
Associate status from the Imperial Society of Teachers of Dancing, Cecchetti Faculty, as well as IdB (I) IdB (II) and
PdB from the Spanish Dance Society. Svetlana is currently being trained to become an examiner for the Spanish
Dance Society. In 2004 she was appointed Head of Spanish Dance at the Malta Drama &amp; Music Centre. In 2017,
she became Head of Spanish Dance Faculty at the Johane Casabene Dance Conservatoire. She still holds both
positions to date. Svetlana has a lot of teaching experience starting from 1990.
In Moscow she taught a young boys ensemble classical ballet as well as folk Russian dance.
In the meantime, Svetlana choreographed shows in Cabaret style in several locales in Moscow.
Whilst having 30 years of teaching experience with both adults and children alike, she believes that it is essential to
continue with one’s own professional development in order to grow as a professional as well as to broaden ones’
knowledge. She is still motivated to keep learning and has a great interest for universal dance in general. In Malta
Svetlana has choreographed for several dance performances, as well as performed in various ballet shows such as
Little Mermaid, My Fair Lady, Aladdin and the wonderful lamp and Notre Dame de Paris, Don Quixote, The Nutcracker
and A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Choreographies included classical ballet, Russian Folk, Oriental dances, Hungarian
dances, Mexican dances as well as Classical Spanish and Flamenco dances. She also choreographed for a scene in
the TV movie “Julius Caesar” (2002) Svetlana participated in Notte Bianca performance in Malta in 2006 and 2007.
She also performed in “Carmen” flamenco ballet by Allegrias Dance Company, Malta Svetlana choreographed for the
production of ‘Carmencita’ and ‘Moulin Rouge’ produced by Johane Casabene. She also performed on several
occasions on PBS - the national television station in Malta. In 2003 Svetlana started teaching at the Malta Drama
&amp; Music Centre which is run by the Government of Malta and in 2004 was appointed Head of Spanish Dance, a
position she still holds to date. Svetlana was a member of the teaching faculty at the Brigitte Gauci Borda School of
Dance from 2015-2018. Here she also played the role of the Queen in the Ballet production of ‘Sleeping Beauty’ and
did various choreographies for the ballet ‘Beauty and the Beast’ for the same school. She was appointed as the ballet
master responsible to coach the gymnasts who are in the Malta National Team. From 2017 Svetlana became the
Head of the Spanish Dance Faculty at
the Johane Casabene Dance Conservatoire where she still teaches to date.
Svetlana has been the exam organizer for the Spanish Dance Society and Spanish Dance Association in Russia since
2010.
Contact Details:
Email: silinasveta@yahoo.com
Mob: 00356 9982 1243
Russian Number: 007 964 560 2015
https://www.casabene.com/our-teaching-faculty

MESSAGE FROM CHAIRPERSON & INTERNATIONAL EXAMINER
SOUTH AFRICA, THAILAND, CANADA, AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

WILCARINA YEATES

Africa

The start of Covid- 19 really upset the whole world as far as living, travelling, schooling, working etc
was concerned.
By no means did South Africa and its branches escape the challenges that came with Covid- 19.
This of course also meant that dance examinations were not possible when everyone was put into total
lockdown.
Dance teachers, being the "special breed" that we are, reacted immediately to this crisis by starting to
teach via zoom and very quickly realized that pre- recorded exams were a possibility.
SDS South Africa jumped into action and soon, pre- recorded exams were implemented, thus making it
possible for students to successfully do exams both locally and internationally.
SDS South Africa was, to our knowledge, the first dance body to introduce "online exams" in South
Africa and Thailand.
South Africa offers both SDS as well as SDS OFQUAL accredited exams through Graded Qualifications
Alliance (GQAL) our new awarding body.
This year, along with entries for SDS exams, we have successfully examined SDS GQAL accredited
exams from Canada as well as South Africa, which were, with the permission of GQAL, entered on - line
and examined by South African examiners.
A huge thank you to Conchita, Gary and Cheryl for all their help and patience in assisting us to be part
of SDS GQAL examinations.
The past two years have been a magical journey for us all!!!!
May we have many, many more
incredible and successful years ahead.

LETTERS FROM OUR BRANCHES

YOULA PAPAS- Organiser Greece

2021 was a very interesting and difficult year for everyone
all over the world due to the pandemic, but with all the
difficulties connected to it, that didn’t stop us from being
able to teach and examine students for their Spanish Dance
Exams. The first months of this year Greece was in
lockdown, with lessons online for some teachers and
students throughout the country.
When lockdown was lifted for the dance schools in mid-June
here, some schools couldn’t open up due to the difficult
economic status that schools were going through whereas
some schools did open up and managed to get students
ready for exams.
Cyprus was the first live exam session at the end of June
with a very high standard and with me was Stella Pappa
in training to become an examiner.
My next live session was in Malta and I had the
opportunity to train two trainees namely Stella Pappa
and Katerina Albertini Voulgari. I would like to
congratulate and thank all the teachers, dance schools
and students for their fantastic work and hospitality.
Both trainees did very well and I think someday will
make good examiners.

Greece
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YOULA PAPAS- Organiser Greece

The first live session in Greece was at the end of July with Matteo Trinder and myself examining various
centres throughout the country. Eleni Giannopoulou and Vasilis Skepetaris had the opportunity to
experience 'live' sessions for their examiners training in Greece.
Congratulations to Emily Chasioti for obtaining her DDE1 teachers qualification (teacher-Eleni
Giannopoulou).
The last exam session of this year took place now in December and we had a standardisation and training
session with all four trainees and Matteo Trinder. All four trainees did very well and I wish them lots of luck
with the rest of their training with SDS.
They all made me very proud to be their main tutor and teacher in their training.

Last but not least, to all the members and teachers of the Society I would like to wish
everyone a Merry Christmas and a happy New Year.

LETTERS FROM OUR BRANCHES

Letters From Italy
MARIA LUISA IHRE - Organiser Italy
A change...

At the end of September this year, there was a GOODBYE to the studio “La Cueva “(on the request of
the landlord) It was hard to give back the keys after 44 years, but also important to turn the farewell
into a celebration of a place where so many exam-sessions and examiners had been …
Dame Marina Keet the first one, who so generously had started to teach me the Syllabus in 1977…
"La Cueva" became the promoting body for the Spanish Dance Society in Italy.
Even in during the worst Covid time, thanks to Penny Whiting - Examiner, we managed to have a
teaching examination last year in December!
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MARIA LUISA IHRE - Organiser Italy
So the "place” is gone but not the “dancing spirit" of La Cueva, which still remains a Cultural Association
with its logo.
From October the lessons are held in the nice and spacious "Centro Sportivo La Salle" on the beautiful
Aventino hill.
Even if the students, for the moment are still very few, I feel confident that the amount will increase and
include teenagers and children.

I'm delighted by the enrichment of the Programmes of Study - thank you to all the choreographers for
their contributions and I also would like to thank the SDS for having made them available in video
format !
Wishing you all the best for the future and
BUON NATALE e BUON ANNO 2022
Maria Louisa Ihre PdB
SDS Organiser for Italy

LETTERS FROM OUR BRANCHES
PENELOPE WHITING - EXAMINER

Italy

Following the first lockdown everyone expected things to
get back to normal but nearly two years on, “normal” is still
far off.
While our sector has been decimated we try to keep going,
sometimes online and when possible in the studio.
At the end of November 2020 I was able to examine in
Marie Luisa Ihre’s well known studio “La Cueva” in Rome
following strict Covid protocol.
A place of many memories for me, it was emotional
entering the studio as an examiner.
Marie Luisa presented Vocational and a teachers exam.
The teachers exam was filmed in its entirety for the second
examiner Conchita del Campo.
Congratulations to Mara Gramolini who successfully
gained her teaching diploma and a big thank you to Marie
Luisa for your hard work and giving me such a warm
welcome back to “La Cueva”.
A couple of weeks later there was a window of opportunity for exams to be held in Sicily so at short
notice I flew to Catania and was warmly met at the airport by Anna who escorted me to Trecastagne,
where I examined Cettina Pandolfo’s students of all levels and ages well into the evening.
The following morning I was accompanied to nearby Pedara to examine Daniela Perrone’s students
before returning to the airport for the evening flight back to Rome.
Congratulations to both Cettina and Daniela and all their very well prepared and enthusiastic students.
What a pleasure it was to see all these lovely children and students studying and performing Spanish
dancing despite lockdown and lessons on line.
Thank you for your wonderful hospitality Cettina and Anna and your lovely helpers Daniela.
Everything ran perfectly.
At the end of May, Anna Sinelshchikova had a small session in her new studio in Rome that she had just
opened with the students coping well in an unfamiliar space and just coming out of lockdown.
Well done getting the session in, not long before giving birth Anna, and congratulations on the birth of
your son.
At the end of June I returned to Sicily to Aci San Antonio where Grazia Maugeri teaches, to examine
another teaching exam, again filmed for the second examiner Theo Dante. Everything ran smoothly, the
guitarist accompanied so wonderfully it was so tempting to get up and dance!
Thank you Grazia for your wonderful hospitality. Congratulations to Gaia Luisa Scala on being awarded
your teachers exam.
The Spanish Dance Society is in safe hands in Rome and Sicily and seeing some of the wonderfully
talented students so well prepared by their hard working teachers in such difficult circumstances it
bodes well for the future.

LETTERS FROM OUR BRANCHES
DEBORAH CARUANA (MCNAMARA)ORGANISER AND EXAMINER

Malta

Despite these trying times, teachers from Malta entered candidates ranging from Grade 1 GQAL
through to Advanced 2 RockSchool in both live and recorded settings. The appointed examiners for the
Malta sessions were Conchita del Campo, Susan Arkle and Youla Papas. Many thanks to our lovely
examiners, especially since our new GQAL marking systems requires more computer work.
Malta had the pleasure of holding two live courses through Flamenco Puro and The Sharon Sapienza
Foundation. Maria Mar del Moreno and José Buzon inspired all those that attended and we are very
grateful to the organisers.
Our online courses have also been a blessing. Our students are loving the new SDS Vocational work
being taught by their teachers. The work is fresh, modern and somewhat challenging. The music is
beautiful and heartfelt! I cannot wait to see some of this work performed on stage.
The Malta sector would like to take this opportunity to wish all its international members and friends a
very happy festive season and hopes that we can all be together soon in the not too distant future.
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Sicily

GRAZIA MAUGERI, PdB
After so many months of online lessons, it was a great joy to have classes again 'face to face' at "Nuova
Prospettiva Danza”(Aci San Antonio), “Galactus Dance” (Catania) and also at “DanzAmica” (Trecastagni)
where I have been contacted to open a course also for children (photo below)

Those who were little girls now look like little women, pupils who had abandoned because they were
unable to follow online have returned. Meanwhile, in these long months, some have changed their lives,
with a new job or university, and have had difficulty getting back into the routine of flamenco lessons,
but they made it ! There are those who are still very afraid, or simply prefer to be cautious and keep the
mask on throughout the lesson (although not mandatory). Fortunately, almost all of my adult pupils are
vaccinated, and this makes the climate calmer.
They are also all very curious and excited to learn the new programme of study.
With children it is difficult to work without kinesthetic feedback, which I try to avoid, we cannot lend
castanets, zapatos and abanicos with the tranquility we had in past years, but we are now used to
everything and we are proceeding well. We are really happy.
La flamencura no tiene cura... però ¡todo lo cura!
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Sicily

DANIELA PERRONE
Finally 'face to face' Spanish Dance lessons are again available at Arteballetto Pedara.
From September beginner, intermediates and advanced students study 'face to face' with
their teacher Paola Pinna, under the supervision of the Profesor de Baile (PdB) Daniela
Perrone.
We are all ready, thrilled and excited for a new SDS exam session!
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Sicily

CETTINA PANDOLFO
The pandemic has tested all of us, both humanly and professionally, but thanks to me and my pupils'
tenacity and passion we were able to return to the stage bringing joy, enthusiasm and our love of
Flamenco to the public, with the show “Feria de Abril” that I produced and created, even participating
myself as dancer with all of them.
It was so exciting because it was nearly two years ago since we danced in front of an audience !
It was a great success and appreciated by all of those in attendance.
From September I have reopen the dance school “ Centro Studi Danza” and we have returned to study in
order to prepare new exams and shows, wishing to be able to cohabit more and more in an acceptable
way with the Corona virus and come back to normality.
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CARMEN MARTINEZ MARTINEZ

Spain

Dear Members and Colleagues,

First of all I wish that you are all well and are taking care of your health.
Despite not being as hard as the previous year, this 2021 that we are about to say goodbye to, has not
been easy, because the pandemic generated by Covid is still active around the world.
But we must think about the positive things.
We have been able to resume our dance classes and contact with our students, and although we have a
long way to go, we must trust that everything will improve every day a little more.
It was a joy, to be able to celebrate in person the exams of the Society in Spain last May.
Both I, and the rest of the teachers in Spain, were able to enjoy the presence of Victoria Ramos as an
examiner.
In my case, in Santander, almost a week of exams, in which I greatly enjoyed the enthusiasm of the
students to be able to take the exams again, after a year of break.
I also greatly enjoyed Vicki's teaching and company, which is always a pleasure. I want to especially
thank her for all her love, her patience and her great work as an examiner. I hope to see you again very
soon, and enjoy those pleasant meals again, full of both personal and professional interesting talks.
I would like to take the opportunity to welcome my two students, Carmen Cañas Dirube and Vanesa
Salazar Herrero. From now on, we have in Cantabria two other great teachers and dancers, since they
successfully passed, after a great job, the first exam of teacher of the SDS.
Again I would like to mention Victoria Ramos and the entire team of professionals who collaborate with
her. The work to renew the Society's curriculum could not be better. It is full of new and beautiful
choreographies, full of passion and technique that I am sure will greatly enrich the training of our
students, in addition to making them enjoy their dancing.
Congratulations in the same way, for all the courses that both in person and online, the Jerez Dance
Center is offering us.
I encourage you all to move forward, despite all the difficulties that are presented to us these days. I am
sure that you are all working with the same enthusiasm and energy as I am, in all these new
improvements to the Spanish Dance Society.
Finally, my hug full of affection for Conchita, Gary and all the rest of the human team that constitutes
the SDS.
You are a delight, always kind, affectionate and willing to lend me a hand in everything I need.
Merry Christmas to all!
And a very very very prosperous 2022!!
And don't let the Dance stop!

Articles of Interest
PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCES
We would like to start an Articles of Interest Page in our Newsletters, so if you have any information of Professional Performances
that you or your students have participated in please forward the content to Conchita via info@spanishdancesociety.org.
This year we are proud to announce that two of Nuria Garcia's pupils Ariana Armenakas and Natalia Adera
performed this Autumn in the production of La Traviata at the Royal Opera House in Covent Garden.
This production was created in 1994. Directed by Richard Eyre and designed by Bob Crowley.
Jane Gibson was the Director of movement. Our European Chair Isabel Baquero created her dance role and
was the lead dancer and Dance Captain for 25 years.

Above you can see the photo of Isabel in the lime light standing on the table in Act 2 scene 2.

Isabel

Natalia and Ariana

Ariana
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PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE PAGES
This year Isabel Baquero did not participate in La Traviata because she was busy choreographing a new
production of The Gondoliers for Scottish Opera.

'The Gondoliers' trailer 2021:

https://youtu.be/9SZioX4dSXM
"...expertly choreographed by Isabel Baquero. The big numbers were a heady swirl of movement,
swish of costumes and pure infectious fun."
"I was particularly impressed by the choreography embracing ‘Cachucha’ dancing...created by Isabel
Baquero which kept the sequence of events surging through from scene to scene – it was just as
impressive as the chorus singing."

Articles of Interest
PUBLICATION BY DR CHRIS PALMER
We are very pleased to present this very ‘in depth’ and useful book for dancers.
It is currently available on Amazon Kindle and Paperback by the time you read this Newsletter.
Dr Chris Palmer who edited and compiled the book is one of our IdB1 teachers as well as a Molecular
Biologist and Professor in Molecular Cell Signalling.
Inside the book is our President Marina Keet’s famous recipe for Chicken Pie which has nourished many a
V.I.P. I have also included three simple recipes and some of my health tips for dancers.
Fenella Barker SDS IdB2 has made a contribution relating to Hypermobility.
Fascinating and informative reading. Available in paperback from 19 December 2021.

Articles of Interest
PUBLICATION BY DR CHRIS PALMER
PART 1
Introduction
Nutrition and dance – a brief review
Energy to be Vibrant!
Vitamins
Minerals
Phytochemicals
Fibre
Hydration for dancers
How do the foods that you eat affect your creativity and expression?
Nutrition before an audition, or performance
Avoiding colds and flu
Sleep and nutrition
The young dancer
The Science behind Nutrition for Optimal Dance Performance
Eating disorders and dancers
Consequences of being underweight
Counting calories
Nutrition, oxidative stress, and the antioxidant defense system
Nutrition and epigenetics
Effect of nutrition on telomeres
The dancer and a plant-based diet
Carnitine, creatine, and meat
Nutrition and injury
Beans a “real” superfood
Coelic disease and gluten-free diets
Dancing with irritable bowel syndrome
Hypermobility, Ehlers-Danlos syndrome and nutrition
Nutrition and cancer- advice for dancers

PART 2
Tao Te Ching of dance nutrition
The effects of nutrition and exercise on immunity
Nutrition and the gastrointestinal system
Nutrition and the lymphatic system
Nutrition and the urinary system
Nutrition and the integumentary system
The endocrine system and the effects of nutrition on growth
The Skeletal system- Bone Health 4 dancers
The nervous system – the role of nutrition in cognitive and mental health
The reproduction system and nutrition
Effects of nutrition on the skeletal muscle system
Nutrition and the cardiovascular system
PART 3
Influences behind the recipes in this book
The Mediterranean diet
Medicinal cooking
Satiation diet
Recipes
Reference list

In Loving Memory
OBITUARY - SHERRILL WEXLER
Sherrill Wexler (pictured) the much-loved and admired
Spanish dance and classical ballet teacher has died at the age of 70
following a short illness. She was born in Johannesburg, South Africa
in 1951 and started studying ballet at the age of five with Jacqueline
Livingstone and Spanish dance with Shirley Klitzner.
Her passion for dance and her desire to become a teacher was so
strong that when her family re-located to Cape Town in 1964 she
enrolled at the Becker School of Dance and took up Classical Greek
dance with Gita Marks, Spanish dancing with Mavis Becker and
continued her Royal Academy of Dance (RAD) ballet studies with Rita
Becker (Mavis’ sister), successfully achieving her RAD Advanced
teachers’ exam with Mignon Furman in 1974.

Mavis Becker was an early founder member of the Spanish Dance Society (SDS) and encouraged Sherrill
to take her exams through the SDS method and also inspired her to further her dance studies in Europe.
So, in 1971, Sherrill embarked on intensive training and travelled to London for four months to study ballet at various
institutions with Eileen Ward, Maryon Lane, Anna Northcote, Elaine Archibald and Valerie Taylor. She then spent the
following eight months in Spain studying Flamenco, Escuela Bolera, neo-classical and regional Spanish dance with the
renowned teachers of the time: Juanjo Linares, Mercedes y Albano, Ciro, Maria Rosa Merced, Victoria Eugenia, José
Antonio Ruίz, Paco Romero, Pedro Azorίn and Conchita del Mar. Her talent and enthusiasm was recognised by Luisillo,
who invited her to perform with his company and travel to Greece, Madrid, Barcelona and Mallorca.
In 1972 Wexler returned to Cape Town and combined forces with Mavis. She took over the running of the ballet studio of
their newly-named school – the Becker Wexler School of Dancing. Wexler would enter students for the Eisteddfod
competitions, displaying her innate talent for choreography while also achieving great results with the ballet pupils’ RAD
examinations.
From 1973 to 1976 Wexler combined teaching and performing, travelling all over South Africa in Becker’s highly
acclaimed Danza Lorca Company while also studying in Spain for two months each year.
Wexler married her sweet-heart, Manual Maron, in 1977 and they subsequently left South Africa to settle
in the UK in 1979. She was appointed the official organiser for the SDS in Europe and immediately
secured a position teaching at Elmhurst Ballet School.
At Elmhurst the students were able to follow the whole programme of Spanish exams offered by the SDS. It is a very full,
rich syllabus taught worldwide, and much enhanced the dancers’ training at Elmhurst for over 20 years.
Wexler’s students at Elmhurst often performed her meticulous choreography to great acclaim at the Royal Albert Hall, the
Royal Festival Hall and The Barbican. The Spanish piece included in every summer performance at the Elmhurst Theatre
was often the highlight of the show.
Many students from that time testify to Wexler’s approach, teaching and passion for Spanish dance having made the
biggest impact on their time at Elmhurst. Studying this art form with someone of her knowledge and gravitas informed
them as artists and performers, as well as people.
Wexler nurtured several generations of dancers. Her high standards for grooming and detail in choreography were
legendary and commanded respect from all. She was also known for encouraging dancers for whom ballet may not have
been their strongest discipline and so, due to this, other types of artists were developed through her inspirational
teaching.
She loved her students and was respected by all. She was also a much-loved and valued colleague to the rest of the
faculty.

Sherrill Wexler
Born May 12, 1951, died August 24, 2021.

After Elmhurst moved to Birmingham in 2004, Wexler taught at the Tring Park School for the Performing Arts, Urdang
Academy and the Royal Ballet School. She also taught at Central school of ballet for 15 years, stopping only due to the
COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, when she passed her baton on to Emma Flett, one of her former students at Elmhurst.
Wexler’s greatest achievement, however, was in running the SDS as executive adminIstrator and expanding the Society
throughout the UK and Europe. She was affectionately known as “The Iron Lady” of the Society yet was kind, thoughtful
and had a wonderful sense of humour that provoked much laughter and fun. She made people feel special and guest
teachers at the SDS summer courses couldn’t wait to be invited back again.
Her dedication to the academic aspects of the dance world was evident in her drive to increase her skills and in 2002 she
attained a BPhil (Hons) degree in Ballet and Contextual Studies with the RAD and the University of Durham.
Wexler somehow managed to find the time in her busy life to produce two children, a son Jonathan and a daughter
Beverley, who recently provided her with two delightful grandchildren, Akiva and Rachelli Tamar, whom she adored.
She is survived by her husband Mannie, her children and grandchildren, her brother, Brian and sister Lorraine.

CONCHITA DEL CAMPO, DAME MAVIS BECKER, EMMA FLETT and MICHAEL LIPSCHITZ

ACHIEVEMENT & AWARDS
BURSARY WINNERS 2021
The Spanish Dance Society recognises the importance of encouraging and
applauding exemplary performance in order to promote a sense of
achievement and give our members goals to aspire to in their dance
development journey.
The following dancers were awarded bursaries to attend the

2021 Jerez Summer School
Congratulations to:
Ida Clementine Bertram
Sara Bianchi
Claire-Marie Hayes
Desiree Pulis Hopkins
Gaia Magri
Heather Nisbet
Paola Patane
Nina Soler
Eliana Tomasi
Brendon Vella

COURSES
4-DAY INTENSIVE 27TH - 30TH DECEMBER

Miguel Ángel Heredia born in Jerez de la Frontera, was taught by Manuela
Carpio, Chiqui de Jerez, Adela Campallo and Marco Flores. He is a guest
artist at the Tablao Cordobés in Barcelona and at Tablao Las Carboneras
Madrid. Since 2008 he travels annually to Japan to teach and perform
performances. In 2017 he was awarded the Premio Artista Revelación del
Festival de Jerez. He is currently part of the Manuel Liñán Company in the
show “Viva!!“ (watch video)

COURSES
4-DAY INTENSIVE 27TH - 30TH DECEMBER

This 4-day intensive course focuses on choreography, bulerías and technique and is
equivalent to a full terms work! We deal with the coordination of movements of
different parts of the body and consolidation of concepts which are fundamental for
flamenco dance. Take this opportunity to learn from the best teachers from Jerez to
raising your dancing level and really absorb the essence of flamenco.
The course will take place at 13D Amwell Street, London EC1R 1UL.
COURSE DETAILS:
IMPROVERS / ELEMENTARY - LEVEL 1 - 9.30AM - 1.00PM £300.00
9.30AM - 11.00AM CHOREOGRAPHY WITH CRISTINA OTERO 1.5 HOURS
11.00AM - 12.00PM BULERÍAS WITH MIGUEL ÁNGEL HEREDIA 1 HOUR
12.00PM - 1.00PM TECHNIQUE 1 HOUR
LOWER INTERMEDIATE - LEVEL 2 - 1.15PM - 5.00PM £300.00
1.15PM - 2.45PM CHOREOGRAPHY WITH MIGUEL ÁNGEL HEREDIA 1.5 HRS
3.00PM - 4.00PM BULERÍAS WITH MIGUEL ÁNGEL HEREDIA 1 HOUR
4.00PM - 5.00PM TECHNIQUE WITH CRISTINA OTERO 1 HOUR
HIGHER INTERMEDIATE - LEVEL 3 - 3.00PM - 6.45PM £300.00
3.00PM - 4.00PM CHOREOGRAPHY WITH CRISTINA OTERO 1.5 HOURS
4.00PM - 5.00PM BULERÍAS WITH MIGUEL ÁNGEL HEREDIA 1 HOUR
5.15PM - 6.45PM TECHNIQUE WITH CRISTINA OTERO 1 HOUR
1.30PM - 2.30PM SINGING WITH JASMINE VILLALOBOS £75.00
TO REGISTER, CONTACT NURIA GARCIA:
INFO@LEDB.CO.UK
07795 166590

Our UK & European Board of Directors extends to
all its
Teaching Members an invitation to attend our:
VIRTUAL ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
20TH OF MARCH 2022
4-6PM
VIRTUAL AGM VIA ZOOM (LINK TO BE SHARED IN DUE COURSE).
PLEASE NOTE THAT IN ORDER TO BE ABLE TO ACCESS THE AGM AND
RECEIVE THE MEETING LINK IT IS A REQUIREMENT THAT ALL MEMBERS
WHO WILL BE ATTENDING THE AGM (VIA ZOOM) HAVE TO COMPLETE AN
ONLINE FORM FROM THE SOCIETY, ( THE CONTENTS THEREOF WHICH
WILL FULFILL THE LEGAL PRE-REQUISITES OF THE AGM.)
(E.G. ACCEPTANCE OF COMMITTEE, VIEWING OF PREVIOUS MINUTES
ETC.)
KINDLY RSVP TO INFO@SPANISHDANCESOCIETY.ORG TO RECEIVE LINK
TO ONLINE FORM.

From the UK & European
Executive Committee

Spanish Dance Society
Sociedad de Danza Española

Sending Warm Regards and
Best Wishes for
a Safe and Happy Festive Season ,
and Happy New Year!

We have sent this newsletter to you because you have not asked to be
unsubscribed from the SDS mailing list. If you wish to be
unsubscribed, please inform us via email:
info@spanishdancesociety.org

